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Preface
I first made a poetry pilgrimage to Auvillar in 2007, as a writing fellow with the
Virginia Center for the Creative Arts. France refers to Auvillar as one of its “hundred
most beautiful villages”––it is by far the most beautiful to me. I fell in love with the
light, the residents (900 souls), the croissants, roses and the rosés. Within minutes of
getting out of my car, I began to gather stories from the locals. An elderly gardener for
the mansion next to our house, Maison Vielhezcases, began to recount the tragic
history of the Jews in Auvillar. That June I also met Odette and Moïses Baratto, who
honored me with hospitality and more stories, and Marie José, the soothsayer who
lived by the port. The Garonne River coursed through my dreams, bringing with it
spirits I longed to hear. In the quiet of the studio shot-through with light, in the privacy
of my room within its centuries-old walls, I faced my own ghosts and survived them.
They even gave me songs.
I was hooked on the village, and returned in 2009 as a fellow and then as a VCCAFrance workshop leader for “O Taste & See: Writing the Senses in Deep France.” I can
picture myself approaching the front door of Maison V on my second visit, and I recall
the fragrance of Lucy Anderton’s chicken tagine welcoming me inside the old house. In
the perfume of the food and the flowers, in the hospitality of a poet who would become
a dear friend, I found myself at home.
What I didn’t know then, but quickly learned, was that the sensory magic of Auvillar
and its engaging personnages would become a source of inspiration for my workshop
participants as well. I didn’t foresee that the Garonne would be a constant muse, that
the roses would call like voluptuous sirens, that every cobblestone would echo in a
story or poem. I couldn’t have predicted that the villagers would become family.
Each year since 2009, sponsored by VCCA-France, I have hosted a workshop for up
to a dozen writers. Some, like Patricia Clark, Grace Bauer, Barbara Bogue and Leslie
LaChance are professors or retired educators, and have published extensively. Keith
Norris, a master teacher and published poet, is also a photographer and graphic
designer; he has created evocative poster images that decorate homes in the village as
well as in Tennessee. Other colleagues and friends like Jessie Janeshek, Karen Head, KB
Ballentine and Heather Dobbins, hold successful teaching careers and continue to
produce impressive publications. Still others are talented emerging writers with
innovative styles that promise to lead the way for the rest of us. In truth, we take turns
being each other’s mentors. I look to Darren Jackson’s work as well as to Jessie
Janeshek’s for clues about the future of poetry, and to Andrew Dillon’s poetry when I
need to feel hopeful about writing in America today.
Painters and photographers adore the light in Auvillar—want to marry it—and we
have been fortunate to work with master photographer Christophe Gardner each year;

John Alexander and Francis Sohier have artfully documented our stays in images as
well. This summer photographer Colin Potts accompanied us; his cover photo included
here captures the spirit of the Garonne and of its devotees. Our fearless directrice in
Auvillar is visionary painter and generous spirit, Cheryl Fortier. Her leadership invites
poetry and its sister arts to thrive.
Some writers who attend the workshop hasten to inform me that they are not poets;
their publications are in journalism, nonfiction or fiction. But once they get to Auvillar,
poetry starts pouring from them, too. It’s pretty much impossible to avoid poetry in
Auvillar. The roses grow to the size of dinner plates and dinner comes in course after
course of fabulous foods. The villagers are demonstrative like southerners
everywhere—friendly, as long as you say, “Bonjour, Madame! Bonjour, Monsieur!”
We often walk by the Garonne, and as Leonard Cohen sang, we “let the river
answer,” and listen intently to its secrets. You may notice that river refrain in some of
the poems. And we read and reread André Breton’s poem, “Always for the First Time,”
since it evokes that state of mind where the world is seen anew, where we fall in love
with place and language. That’s another refrain in some of these poems.
Moïses and the soothsayer by the port have passed away since my first year in
Auvillar. These days I reside at the gîte belonging to Claude and Raymonde
Dassonville, an elderly couple whose ageless faces gleam in the light of Southwest
France. They have heart, as writers say—the heart of sixteen-year-olds. It feels as if
they have adopted me, just as the village has embraced our atelier of poets year after
year. As a result of this hospitality, I was able to produce several poems for Packing
Light: New and Selected Poems, and a whole book of poems centered in Auvillar, The
Love That Moves Me (Black Widow Press, 2013).
I am proud of the ensemble of writings created by our poets over the years, and
grateful to Hannah Cook Cross, editor of One Trick Pony Review, for giving us this
excellent exposure here. “O Taste & See” the Bible says, and so sayeth Denise Levertov,
as do all of these fine and diverse poets, who invite you to taste their words. If you
would like to join our little atelier of poets, and want more information, you can find it
at www.vcca.com/main/node/772, or write to me: mkallet@utk.edu. I would love to
hear from you.
Marilyn Kallet

Andrew P. Dillon
Bringing Down the Wall
Always for the first time
I hardly know you by sight
-André Breton
I hardly know you by sight,
but the scent of wild blossoms,
your finger grazing my hip
beneath my shirt, my balance
shifting like a quarter
resting on the lip of a cup—
I could just say I’m in love with you,
because the metaphor gets it wrong.
Because, for you, the poem
is an artifice as realistic
as two lovers discovering
one another through each sense.
The fly drowned in my 21-year
Scotch could be a symbol
of the danger in approaching
my spent heart—but you
have no use for this method;
and there are times I know
love simply by the rush
of blood to my hands.

Andrew P. Dillon
The water may rise sharply
She’s been written in song by the greatest of names.
-Darrell Scott
The Garonne would choose Darrell Scott’s voice, and sing,
“I got this feelin’ this won’t be the same”
—if I could get that bastard to answer.

I tried to crouch over the bank and dunk my head to my ears. I tried to cup the river
like a first communion. I tried to rinse off deodorant and old sex, but all I heard
were frogs chirping like dolphins.
A pilgrim stopped and asked, Que-ce que vous-faites îci? What are you doing here?
“Ecrire… poetry,” I said.
Comprend pas. I don’t understand.
Vous chantez? You’re singing?
To get the river to speak, I had to sing:
“She’s been sleepin’ it off,
but some day she’ll come to”
and it told me:
You’re both made of water, which may rise sharply at any time.
After the flood, life will team from every crevice.
So drink.

Patricia Clark
Star Field Above France
Clumps of the Milky Way dropped from skies overnight in Auvillar—that’s what I
called the cottonwood fluff, reminding me of other gatherings of down around eggs,
seeds like snarls of hair, smelling of summer, France, bare legs and dresses, as well as
other eggshell thin glimmerings. We struggled up a steep road to town, cobbled with
pebbles shining slick when it would rain, treacherous when we walked downhill later.
Later, we visited the nine hundred year old cloisters graceful with arches, their
columns alternating single, double, capitals once painted now all faded to a faint pink
blush. Maybe the floating snow from trees is angel-wing leavings, maybe hair. The
young guide at the cloisters with one weepy eye tells us he’s lived alone for years, now
studies art, architecture. Could he be my brother? He motions with the hands of my
brother Dan. Maybe the clump of seeds caught in cobblestones are his lost loves and
mine, too: my sister silent in Ohio who I still count among the stars, this night’s star
field, above the Garonne and the Tarn, any rivers, beyond any icy comet of my wound.
Given all this, can we still try to love each other? It took someone forty years to carve
those columns, etch that soft chalk. The cottonwood’s trunk is soft as chalk, and its
leavings mound up along the gutters. In the bark, head-high but below any green,
someone has etched two sets of initials with a heart between, margins irregular, then
burned them in.

Patricia Clark
Near Auvillar: Chagall’s Moissac Window
Color of the fields in August, russet, rust.
The teasel gone to seed, leaves become spikes.
Sundrops, moth mullein, black eyed susan
with its dark serious eye.
I had stepped into the church out of the rain,
touching a hand into the dry font before crossing myself,
surprising an old motion—
hand making a cross on the body.
Feeling the ends of pews, I glided forward,
dipping my head, making a left turn
into the side chapel.
The painting was placed
low, in a thick stone wall. Lead seams ran
at angles, taking nature’s journey
of no straight lines.
And that was all—darkest at the edges,
at the top and bottom—
fluff, down, seed
coming apart as I watched. The truth not
a chiseled stone or commandment
but a skewed window
etched with earthen tones.

Tomi L. Wiley
After the open market
Marilyn said to write a poem of praise
but that word doesn’t feel right.
It doesn’t fill up my mouth
it doesn’t sound round
it doesn’t sing of the orange flashing sifting scarves
or plump tomatoes, warm from the sun,
waiting for me to pluck.
Praise is not enough for me
to lift the light in Auvillar –
Auvillar itself is praise.
Auvillar is the right word –
to say it I have to close my eyes,
turn my face to the sun
and forget for how long I have ached for this.

Tomi L. Wiley
Waiting for translation
Air inside Eglise de St. Pierre instantly cools my skin, suspends and moves me toward
three lighted candles at the base of a shrine to the saint. Just inside the doors my eyes
lift, the air smells of aged books and dust. My feet are silent over stone. I had expected
incense.
Although I don’t understand most of the words, I read the placard in French beside the
saint’s fading face, his body and robes worn smooth by desperate fingers. White
candles glow suspended and my throat closes, lips seal, raising my eyes to his face.
Pilgrims walk for months, trekking silently sweating past Stefan’s café clinging to the
hillside, overlooking the Garonne. They pass two patios with crowded tables - wine
glasses filmy with fingerprints, wilted white napkins smeared and fragrant with truffle
butter. Perhaps they consider pausing for Stefan’s pilgrim special, decide to continue
to the church where I hover, waiting, touching the saint’s toe worn by pilgrim fingers.
They touch him, search him, on their way to a holy freedom, their sandaled feet slim
and hot like mine as I slip off my flat American flip flops and press my soles against the
cold church stone floor.
I light a candle for my mother because I cannot form the words to lay bare my saddest
and rooted fear. My lips move, wetly, prayers I banished after the first (and second,
and third) time she left me, when her god would only reveal himself from the bottom
of a bottle, when she was baptized in booze.

Tomi L. Wiley
Walking to the water
At first I feared my thoughts had fled –
white puffs on air
wafting over water.
Glancing about, I saw my dreams,
these white floating sifting things,
and fought the urge to catch them
pluck them off the breeze,
this need to gather
my ideas of air.
But no, Darren says,
it’s cottonwood seed.
French farmers cut it down,
it gets caught in screens,
angers their wives.
I worried my thoughts would weave
into window screens
splayed for a French wife
to frown at and complain
My dreams and ideas
spun out cotton
spread thin
for the world to run through their fingers.

Heather Dobbins
Leaving for Auvillar

I hardly knew you by sight.
That I can make you look that way.
Sometimes walking is watching myself
pass through sliding doors I’ve never seen before.
A carry-on bag, a lopsided gait.
The night before, you were singing
barebacked, our hips oiled and palmed,
dancing in front of the fireplace—no curtains.
Sometimes my arms make no money for anyone.
They carry you further into the shaking
this self leaves behind. The rest of today
other travelers will find me shy,
a woman hiding her mouth with her hand.
But I will have rubbed what you left, tempo
and temperature, our smell on my fingers. The pace
and yes of us. I will watch doors to outside—
what distinguishes terminal and city, flank and our salt.
I don’t yet know that you are driving back to the airport.
You park in the fire lane, walk to me.
That I can make you look that way. I run. I want
to fix the shirt button you missed,
and you let me. Sometimes you take your glasses off.

Heather Dobbins
Auvillar, Dearest to Our Kind

Auvillar, your strawberries are responsible for erotica.
You are bread with every meal—
crumbs can’t be satisfied on the floor,
go down my blouse, demand a full-body connection.
You keep asking me if I want red wine
from Petit Casino in a plastic sack. Surely that insults the grape.
Your clouds are gray, shaggy buffalo herds
only good for pictures with Christophe.
Cloud couples with bone.
I’d wash my clothes but they’d never dry on the line.
Instead I am an American warming up in French jeans!
Auvillar, I am that lady in the cobblestones’ gutter with a teal stroller,
squinting, Oui, I read the Roman numerals right! XIe!
My seventeen-month-old loves your rocks,
your tractorelles and livres de P’tit Garcon.
You seat him by a heater when his legs get wet from the rain,
introduce him to your le chien.
You are every eye’s Shangri-La:
arbors de maron, red poppies, and orange irises.
I take thirty pictures of your shutter brackets and bricks
because you make me look talented.
Thank you for your terracotta curves and old doors.
Your roses are harbingers of verse, calling
over rusted chains and wells.

Heather Dobbins
Musette and Kir

Nothing about me requires an origin here Even the mortar humbles
I don’t need some sure
footing
I walk wherever
use smell for street signs
my toes are fallen petals
following more roses
I trespass into regal yards for color’s sake
Can’t help myself

pretend

The accordion was here long before me
What is the Garrone River without musette
Reed blocks sit
in treble casing
The steel and leather valve
Hands making
timbre and tremolo
Melody and chords
Its slow bellowing
is a hand reaching up the hill for mine
I fold my laptop after the villagers laugh and point
I say Not work
Pleasure
I promise
I remember that bellows are made of paper and open my notebook instead
Poets clink glasses black currant and wine
send our drafts back to you Auvillar

Claire Dodson
Leaving Auvillar
This is the last time we’ll tread these
cobbled streets
or walk
the winding, consuming
Garonne.
We see that bridge to Valence d’Agen,
humbly majestic in blurred blue,
this home we’ve found among
pilgrims,
in drunken nights baring secrets,
in sharing beds, children in the swimming pool,
in staggering home in the moon dark, unashamed,
unafraid of our poetry
romance,
unafraid of that terrible thought that maybe we wouldn’t come back here—
and if we did, it wouldn’t be the same.
In the car to the airport the wind beats in our ears the sound of losing and returning
home and we are tired. Tired of leaving, tired
of desperately wanting to stay.
We rise into the air and can barely glimpse it below ivory wings–
the Garonne seeing us through.

Jennifer Price
Wine Mother
She’s curled against places I’ve never
seen--kissed caressed earth stone rock I can’t. My
body is nothing to her. Who embraces as easily as she
smothers. Undomestic, she brims liquid beats,
notes on past lives.
Shuffles my
tongue.

Jennifer Price
Carpe
Frances and Anne Marie pull us inside
to unveil a carp haul plucked from the
Garonne. The fish fill the kitchen sinkall still except for one whose body spasms
as it struggles to breathe. Noelle pokes
its gills, skips back, gasps. We watch it
die, thank Frances and Anne Marie, then
leave for a bar.

Leslie LaChance
Le Vieux Port, Auvillar
Although a peasant on land, on the river I am a lord
is what they say the sailors told the girls
in le port, when there was a port, a lord
they declared, arms open to the Garonne,
river toll paid, le moulin a nef grinding away
on the next load of flour. First the whores and
tavern, each hand of cards a cautionary tale
sung to the tune of cart wheels spinning toward the dock
luck making off with a fortune. Then Chapelle St. Catherine
their best girl, morning-after patroness of riverine and
philosophers, an offering, a true prayer, this rope
cast out on churning water to pull one safe to the gunwale.
The soothsayer woman who would tell you what God told her
about you, she’s gone with the rest, a ghost
a story. But St. Jacque’s pilgrims still come. By foot. Every
one on the way.

Leslie LaChance
Petite Chanson en Rouge
Let us praise the eight types of strawberries in Tuesday’s market
bright-fragrant pints
dripping sun
Praise the jam at breakfast bejeweling the gold croissant
ruby sugar
licked spoon
The radish in the afternoon, a little pink fire
earth
her sting
Géraniums nodding on le balcon
pompons
plush musk
Our forty-year-old rosebush mounting the wall, praise too its red blooms
the ones we cut
for lust
Praise lust, that ever-winding vine
drenched petal
crimson thorn

Leslie LaChance
Auvillar, Amnésie
Auvillar -- amnésie d’or

and blue shutters

your slick naughty r's
and purple palais

those wicked old roses

and rude bells
those petits moteurs dieseling up your brilliant hills -tu me hanteras, I know it
you and your spooky smooth river
flaneurs et raconteurs

madames monsieurs minous petits chiens

oh, your pretty little gates and perfect

endive

such sunny figs
at the cottage for sale down the street
in need of just a little restoration
tu me hanteras Auvillar
with your unsayable light
all the way to Tennessee

and buttermilk sky

Leslie LaChance
Hydrograph

Old Field Fork
Big Spring Fork
confluence
above Stayfork then
disappear -The Dries.
Nothing to see here -infant Elk River sunk karstwise
under its old rock bed -- five-mile dent of moss
lichen beech
‘til percolation
yields her limed rising from cavern
to moon-bright ledge
becomes
Pequoni, Tiskelwah, old names for the big stream
rolling watershed west
to Kanawha
Ohio
Mississippi
old old names for what draws us
to the edge
drops us
to our knees

Keith S. Norris
The Good Wine

And Auvillar, was there wine?
Of course there was wine.
We were close to the cross
all week. That kind of wine.
At times, it was the feast
of the wedding at Cana.

Keith S. Norris
Empty Attics of the Familiar
Always for the first time
I hardly know you by sight
--André Breton

To please an aspect of ten years past
is to create another arrival so weak
as to kill conversation,
like present crisis sleeping soundly
in a hospital bed.
To say that life is amalgam
of mad memory is a violence,
a Promethean alchemy
trying to fix a price
to peaceful and generous visions
across the water.
Of history, of joy, of agony-of all the words
that are abandonment,
the accusation of absence a link to love
where the window is a well kept secret
who cannot tell the truth
of tactile submission,
even if our appetites are half price.
Your embrace is a belletrist
bouillabaisse without recipe,
a language to make the mind water.
And it is abusive extraction
of the real, which begins honestly,
terribly so.

KB Ballentine
S’il Vous Plaît, Auvillar

The Garonne's ancient voice chimes
and slips past Chapelle Ste Catherine.
Faerie fuzz dances from cottonwood trees
past empty dock rings.
One hundred gates hide houses
where women sip despair and licorice,
score the remains of their hearts onto paper –
ready to toss sorrow into the tide.
Dreams that flounder on concrete docks,
gasp for air, choke on the perfume
of hidden dung beetles.
Je suis désolé, the river sings,
light and shadow waffling its surface –
paper and hope kicking in the current.

KB Ballentine
In Praise

Auvillar, you remind me of home –
palm trees and fig, terra-cotta tiles
sun melting through the showers
Oh, Auvillar, you are frais –
Ronsard roses larger than my fist
crumbling church in the sleepy hills,
the hills
You are contradiction –
river of death, of life, curls through you
a boat, bridge
brick walls and graffiti halo orange and cherry trees
pilgrims weary your cobbled streets
and villagers call their dogs home
The drowsy moon dissolves in rain and day
children hopscotch the schoolyard
a ball rolls down the road,
nestles into iris and calla lilies
Blue sky and cottonwood shade await –
faerie flakes blowing my wishes –
here, not here –
And you, Auvillar, wait for me
to see all of you –
old men dozing on benches
women tossing sorrow into the Garonne

KB Ballentine
The Garonne
Auvillar, France

When I let the river answer
instead of the tolling bell
that measures each breath of my day—
instead of deep basses, chattering
grunts and squeals of frogs
that echo my busy thoughts—
When I let the river answer
instead of the wind fussing grasses,
sun targeting some things, leaving others in shadow—
When the cottonwoods sigh their blooms—
When beaver dams dry high on the banks—
When poplars scribble green across the sky—
ripples soften time's illusions,
wavelets lapping legato, largo
fluid and static, a center, a balance restored

Barbara Zimmermann Bogue
Let the River Answer
Leonard, my stepfather’s name. Flatrock,
first memory of a river. Me, age five,
huddled on the bank,
cotton panties my makeshift swimsuit.
Leonard reaches out to toss me
into the murky water,
whispers into my ear, “Sink or swim,
scaredy cat,” his sour whiskey breath,
his bony chest against
my naked breast heaving with dread.
Mama ignores my screams, her eyes
floating above me to the opposite shore.
Me, age sixty-seven, finally in France,
standing by the bank of the Garonne
in Auvillar, remembering Mom
mimicking my high school French,
a tumbler of scotch beside her, Leonard
due home from work in two hours.
The Garonne runs fast, signs posted
warning of possible flashfloods. I want to
wade into the water, scatter scabs
from the past over green ripples and
watch them sink to the bottom. Would
scavengers savor their tart taste?
I listen, hard. The river roars,
“Maintenant, Seulement,” weighty words
of “Now, only” echoing in my ears.
Barbara Zimmermann Bogue

Diane Pitts
Song in Jade, White and Blue
The jade Garonne wanders two ways—
Giant sweating serpent
Winds a sinuous path to the sea,
Falls into the giant blue,
And tortured prisoner of the land,
Folds back into prehistory.
Acacia blossoms hum the spring air
In harmony with turtle-dove cries
And children’s laughter.
White clusters tease
From the tree,
Enticing me to immerse myself.
Your eyes float over my body
Like delicate blue fingers.
Your gaze,
Electric and tender,
Magnetic—
I cannot escape it.
I am a soft little rabbit
In the palm of your hand.

Helga Kidder
Recipe for Auvillar
You are a duck stroked,
scored and browned
to perfection.
You are a bowl
brim-full of potatoes
crisped in duck fat.
You are balsamic vinegar
and honey sauce
drizzled
over duck or fromage de chèvre
from Jensac
with a Fitou.
You are a macaron moelleux,
soft middle sweet
in my mouth.
Auvillar, in my heart
you are the meal
of my choice.

Helga Kidder
Balm
Each ripple is a second gone.
I want to hold back the flow,
yet gooseflowers and clover nudge my feet.
The frogs’ high whine laments rhapsody.
Cottonwood catkins float
like river fairies
to mid-day and siesta.
Husbands nap next to their wives.
Your answer is balm.
I quiver next to blades of grass.

Helga Kidder
Stefan’s Garden
Door aslant, I step on the path
narrowed by overgrown grass
and slouching shrubs,
reminded of mornings
when I don’t want to get dressed.
In the center an apricot tree spreads
limbs studded with fruit buds.
Each branch suspends a plastic apple.
A bicycle tackles a bush,
a head board slants a windowless shed.
Metal chairs and tables, a couch
invite to lounge
with a drink in hand -forget that snakes could hide
in knee-high grass.
How the Garden of Eden has changed
after the serpent minced words.
Every object attacks my thoughts
either to accept what I have seen
or to reason out its existence,
like the piano presiding
over this odd assembly,
lid open to play.
DON’T.

Carol Owens Campbell
Interview with a River
“When I let the river answer” (Leonard Cohen)
When I let the river answer, Garonne babbles.
When I ask him to speak louder than the tha-thumps of truck tires
on the bridge, he refuses.
When I beg him to shout over the ki-ki-ki stutter of birds cawing
to one another, he demurs.
When I order him to deliver his answer faster than the slow-steady
movement of his currents, he ignores me.
When I challenge him to rebut my furious disdain of rivers, he beckons,
“Sit beside me, now.”
On a distant farm, cows bleat.
Flies blitz-buzz my head.
I sit on the grass of his shoulder.
“Ask me again,”
he invites.
“How can you justify powering that nuclear plant on the hill?”
“How could you swallow that family who wanted only to ride on your back?”
A helicopter thwacks the air.
A church bell rings.
I stand on a patch of shade beneath the bridge.
“How could your cousin, the River Ouse, suck Virginia down?”
“How could the muddy Chattahoochee hide the rock that broke my brother’s fall
as he dropped from a rope onto his neck?”
An ivory bird flies from water’s edge into blue sky, a white flag
tossed upward in surrender.
When I let the river answer, Garonne whispers, “I exist to hold your tears.”

Laura Still
Without Words
Remember me before words leave me,
before stars are only sparks in sky,
fireflies flicks of light.
Remember me seeing the universe
in droplets of mist, hearing God
speak in cry of cicadas & crickets,
birds as angels singing the sunrise.
Remember me feeling silences
under fugue of traffic, white roar
of city, suburb, taking the pulse
of earth throbbing under our feet.
Remember me being,
Changing, gleaning.

Darren Jackson
Never for the First Time
cobbled stone singing sun
a crowd of words
returning aslant
petals from trees I can’t name
what will not let go
the square burning at noon
her wrists
I do not understand
the river claiming what it will
curses ringing the current

John Vaught
La Garonne
As I peer out across this body
of water, I wonder how long
it has churned along these shores.
The rippling currents flow throughout,
like permanent wrinkles from laughing too much.
Stubborn patches cling to the soil,
refusing to accept that they too
are destined to be lost in the Atlantic.
The shadows along the knoll
are soaked from little deaths,
creating light in silhouettes that border the Garonne.
I wonder how it feels to live forever,
changing bodies, never climaxing.
An apple core rots by the bank;
the river envies its frailty.
Pity the Garonne, its beauty comes
with a price. It is a gift to die
before the ones you love.

John Vaught
Dinner at Le Petit Palais

Sun filters through Cyprus,
Drawing blinds on eyes.
The duck is as tender
as a mother’s heart,
yet dark like a dim lit drive-in movie
in humid summer air.
Crème brulee crunches
as spoons crack crust,
disappearing into gaping mouths,
absolved by yearning tongues.
Cognac warms the throat, heating chests
like lovers’ first caress.

Grace Bauer
Interlude in Auvillar
There is only the subject
proclaimed Toulouse Lautrec,
in a moment of drunkenness or genius.
The challenge, of course, is finding it –
the one that calls to you
like the crazy rooster still crowing
long past noon, or the quality
of light you call azure,
trying to name it right, since naming
is the one thing that’s supposed
to be right up your alley, which in this case,
is really a hill – and damn steep at that –
so you stop halfway up, unholy pilgrim,
to catch your breath and steal
a rose, which you can’t resist,
since it hangs over the ancient brick walls
that line the cobbled road like an invitation,
so why not – and while you’re at it,
slip into the cliff side café for a glass
of wine, and the bit of cheese and bread
the owner serves you gratis, and the clouds
compose themselves above the treetops
just so, as if to prove you were right
to come here, subject yourself
to this spot as it is on the planet you inhabit,
even as it is and as you are.

Grace Bauer
River Song
In certain light, the Garonne looks green.
It’s green – the Garonne, in certain light
Beneath a sky that’s decidedly blue
Until it darkens into night
The Garonne, in certain light, looks green
There’s cottonwood fluff snow-silvering the air
And roses the size of dinner plates
And summer, a sweet soap scent of serene
In Auvillar, where the Garonne flows green
In certain light on a summer’s day
When cottonwood fluff falls into my glass
Of a slightly chilled local rose’
The Garonne it flows as smooth as glass,
My French is so rough, it sounds obscene
But there are poems, and plenty of wine
And the Garonne flows green

Maria James-Thiaw
Tasting Cherries
Sensuously rounded,
nearly black,
deep, enigmatic crimson.
Teeth sink into flesh
just enough
for the tongue to swim in sweetness;
Each swallow, a little death.

Maria James-Thiaw
Performing in Auvillar
After days spent molding
poems stuck to my hands like potters clay––
how could I give this part of me to the villagers?
My French, crass and flat as Texas badlands,
my verses framed in blackness,
laced with American idiom and slang;
they couldn’t understand the words
I’d spent days crafting.
But if Black Arts and aesthetics wouldn’t
capture their ears,
I knew sugar would.
So I gave them smile. I gave them hips. I gave them eye lashes.
I gave them Nina.

Jina Ortiz
Praise Song to Auvillar
On the river your pilgrims go
One by one, they go down the river
On the streets, tourist step on your stones
One by one, they step on stones
Now, they must return
Now, they must pay respects
They must go down the river
Now, they go
Auvillar,
Your antique shops and ancient wares
One by one they rust and glare
On the river they go
They are your porcelain
Now, they must return
Now, they must pay respects
They must go down the river
Now, they are
Saint’s Cathedrals and Cemetery Park,
The view from the river
The names are a distant mark
On the cemetery they are
Now, they are alive
Now, they must return
Now, they must pay respects
They must go down the river
Now, in Auvillar

Deborah Harper Bono
Ode To Radical Baggage
Don’t get lost.
Like Lassie,
return to your mistress
reporting trouble
at the mill.
Or take me with you,
hard-sided troubadour,
rumbly wheels
growling at strangers.
Take me with you––
there may be a moment.
Take my pillow, toothbrush,underpants.
Take every bright summer orange,
every unmade plan.
The late-remembered dream
that sweetens breakfast
Don’t get lost.
Don’t forget.
Don’t force anything.
Don’t.
Just
Don’t.

Deborah Harper Bono
Beside the Garonne
The Chapelle Ste Catherine du Port in Auvillar was first built in 1299 and is dedicated to sailors,
philosophers, and the spirit of the river.

And I sang.
I sang the tea and oranges. I sang the words of the sea.
I sang the color of the sky, heat-hardened steel,
painters’ footprints, drop cloths, white-washed studios.
I sang the openness of my new friends.
I spent the night forever.
I sang the orphans, the rapes, the papered-over lovers.
I sang the blessing of the mariner.
I sang the tourist gardens,
accordion players,
drunken poets and silent gods,
uphill climbs, azure skies, lost luggage, the face of the maker,
the long-distance phone calls,
cheese sellers, collaborators, sun-bleached walls,
the cherry trees,
the courage to ask the hardest questions,
leave them
unanswered.
I sang the pilgrims’ walks, the fireflies, the duck á l’orange,
English roses,
the French
rosés.
Endless broken hearts.

Deborah Scaperoth
Incarnational
Auvillar 2009

Weary of museums, those graveyards of the arts,
I walk to an ant-covered picnic table by the Garonne River
where I have missed the feast.
All around me, sensory pleasures abound in this little village,
lush summer gardens, fresh fruit, cheese, bread and wine.
What more can I be looking for?
The sign on the river bank warns:
Il est dangereux! Risque de montée soudanie des eaux
même par beau temp.
Is that what I fear—the risk of sudden flooding
even in good weather?
Should I immerse myself or head for higher ground?
The breeze finally speaks: “Turn your palms up.
Close your eyes. Listen.
It’s only when the wind turns the poplar leaves inside out
exposing lights and darks
that you will hear inscrutable music.”

Deborah Scaperoth
Floating
A small white feather found in the soft dirt
outside the Maison Vielhscazes.
An albino feather. An albino spot
on the back of a child’s dark head.
My youngest son’s head. The child
who collected “fedders,”all things that flew.
The child whose brain soared while teachers,
therapists and principals kept us
tethered in tight offices with charts.
But this feather—this feather—don’t digress.
Consider its beauty. How its ruffled
base tapers to a silky smoothness.
Remind yourself: he composes jazz now.
On piano he pounds out “I love you.”

Karen Head
Writing Poetry is a Luxury
And she lets the river answer.
--Leonard Cohen
The Garonne has no time
to speak to me,
a turbulent mix,
its tidal bore
menacing,
pushes me away
from the water’s edge—
just another half-sunk barge
run aground,
just another bit of
entangled driftwood.
Even the frogs mock me,
growl and chirp
warnings
to keep my distance,
silent only
when I retreat.
From the opposite bank,
a church bell chimes 11:00,
in Auvillar
the bells toll twice.
A reminder
not to miss something?
The current is swift.
I am trying to write a poem.
The river will not answer me.
The river only speaks French.

Karen Head
An Older Poet Contemplates Her Fourth Wedding Anniversary
Never knit a sweater
for your lover
until you are married,
else he will be lost
to you forever,
the old wives’ tale goes.
I can easily imagine the unraveling:
stich by stich,
unknited,
unpurled
until only a single frayed strand
of my life’s yarn remains—
nothing bound off,
an espoused forgetfulness
about casting on.
Perhaps this is why
I shudder
at the thought
of writing us
a love poem.

Jo Angela Edwins
The Face of the Maker
There is at rest in the made or the cultivated
the face of the maker, brow and lip and jaw
tumbled into the planed lines of hope chests,
the silvered green of the eye shining
through stalks of irises turning toward sun.
Forests of poplars beside the Garonne
stand in precise rows. Their branches
stretch above men’s heads. They bend and sway
to no one else’s will. The story goes
that the father plants them at his daughter’s birth
to pay for her wedding at the harvest.
What if the daughter refuses to marry?
What if she elects to have no children?
What if instead she plants just for herself
in curving rows, in S’s or U’s,
her own trees, inscribing the landscape with poems
that whisper tender odes to her face?

Emily Dean Thaldorf
violettes
stone who wished to sink
learned from the current
its ghastly power
violettes.
fashionable
loose dye
heretical pigments
the only to reach the surface
besides bubbles
from the hill,
flowing through rose
partitions, dog bark, cedar
bark, pale still and golden chaos,
an accordion bathes itself.
casts on the air a singular dissonance
birds over the river Garonne release a
single note
accepting, affirming.
woman who wished to be lover
hoped to be mother
arrived at the bottom
a vision in violet violence
stone who wished to be worn smooth
pregnant with moss
arrived at the bottom
unreadable rune

Nathalie Golding
Two Women Talking by the River, After Fifty Years
We talk as though
we had never talked
before
we talk of mothers and fathers
we talk of sisters
children
and lovers
balconies and French windows
roses and carnations
un autre vin
s'il vous plaît
up ahead
two older ladies
stooped
promenade slowly
burnt orange and hunter green
long coats
black shoes, patterned stockings
a raised foot heaves up to the sidewalk
inches tower like a cliff
the years turn pages
C’est la Garonne.

Rose Raney
Goldfech
(nuclear power plant on the Garonne River near Toulouse, France)

The river Garonne is my coolant,
making fission, passion
among the tiniest spinning universes.
I am screaming hot, snapping and firing,
reacting with you.
Even the shine from my spent fuel is lethal.
Vulnerabilities and risks
are assessed:
you know you don't want me to go critical.
My steam rises: fluid dynamics on a roll.
The Madonna turns her back on my meltdown,
looks away to her bed of roses.
Holy Americium,
full of grace
Garonne is with thee.

Rose Raney
The Lifecycle of the Cherry
Bee-bothered ripeness,
sun-warmed sin-warmed scent,
drunken bees warm and laden
in their buzzing work, finding the spot--joy!
Orchard's rosy blossoms open their hands,
tighten fists, pods to emerge,
black-red, sweet and cool, flesh of the fruit
echoes lushness of past blossoms,
circling plump hearts
centered on the pit.
Rounded lips, small crimson bows,
little deaths, swallowed.

Janet Warman
The Light
They always talk about the light:
Mont St. Michel, haystacks in Rouen,
and as I never understood the pastoral
until Wordsworth’s “little hedgerows, hardly hedgerows”
were inches from my feet,
I now know light:
lanes of poplars,
roses against brick,
silhouette in the kitchen
with tiled roof behind,
and a shimmer
I will live in
because I must.

Janet Warman
Bloody Auvillar Morning
Morning sun in May
leads poets up the Rue Marchet
past stunted lindens
and shutters flung open
with “Bonjour Madame . . .
Bonjour Monsieur”
bubbling up until the corner:
a bloody tissue,
drops of red on the pavement,
a burst of crimson on the corner wall.
The poets proceed to their studio
never knowing the bloodied
or the bloodier,
never knowing how violence came to Auvillar
in the night, as their brains composed sestets
and dreamed they lived in paradise.

Tom Weiss
je vous attends
today I saw clearly
desolation
surely coming
unless
coalescing doom
came calling
reminding hourly
uninvited
but I’m a paddler
portageur
reader of rivers
tree talker
I read mirrors
clouds like charts
fear is familiar
almost a friend
tomorrow you return
drained afraid
I will speak to you
of giant oaks of Auvillar

Noëlle Sibley
ode to the young bricklayer
your skin stained by some Moroccan sun
and strength of the Maghreb in your arms
your hot breath inside every Gauloises kiss
and all the French cowboy dark and smooth under straw hat
you burn through me like Mediterranean summer

Noëlle Sibley
the woman in love
Your face broods with echoes of cello
leaning lowest notes into deep high
and each shadow sound invades me
the invisible one at the end of your cave world
you are a burden climbing into my knees
pinching my waist heating my cheeks inhabiting me
until the tips of your fingers finally find me
and your crooked tooth presses against my lips
until your hair flies between my fingers
and I recognize the grain of your hand on every inch of my skin
until I am no longer inside your echoes and you are inside of me

Jessie Janeshek
Bridge
The pilgrim said you’re crazy
when I pulled off ruin shoes
swam out to stone my sorrows
into darkness of canoe. Nine years
beyond the earrings
he wrote me reckless innuendo
your red skirt made you look
like a psychedelic Mennonite.
While I thought he beat Roma
in the Brasov woods with pipes
his comfort was to swaddle me
in nicotine and lace.

Jessie Janeshek
Jezebel Wants
to call one nun darling
the one who could be

Georgia O’Keefe

sans skulls and roses

Jezebel tries to believe
her reprieve is this thinking
She orders the Georgian

a flower arrangement

sleek with blood oranges

ricepaper pulp

writes her card don’t worry
God’ll be home soon
meantime

she’ll teach her carnation

needle herself
to toss a saint on this poem—

know it’s too easy

repletion

Christine Parkhurst
Diver Down
Our words fly round that room
compressed
soul
Outside the window,
green Garonne
calm
Ain't no such thing as still waters
Mama says

Christine Parkhurst
BONJOUR
One afternoon when the rain finally stops
and steam rises in tiny swirls from slippery cobblestones,
you are at my side.
"May I join you?" you ask. "I feel safe with you."
With that red chiffon scarf billowing about your shoulders,
your long hair drawn tightly back from your thin face,
I am pleased
to offer my arm,
happier still when later
as we stroll the streets of Auvillar
window-shopping
like tourists on a sunny afternoon in May
I catch you smiling.

Christine Parkhurst
For Van Gogh
We spent the afternoon
peeling pommes de terre,
each of us lost in thought
and working our rusted
short knives
without looking up.
For three hours we scraped
then boiled hard those small white spuds
and quicksautéed fat pink curls
of de-veined shrimp.
At last
at the linen-clothed table en plein air,
ravenous,
we devoured everything.
Ah, such a fine repas,
with crackling sea salt and fresh-churned butter
roasted garlic cloves from the garden
a bowl of plump red strawberries, fromage,
and wine galore,
how we laughed aloud and even
licked the oils from our fingers.
Next morning
gathered in our writing rooms,
we asked each other
bluntly
as the tips of our well-used scraping knives––
who'd had so much as a clue
that the eye-full skinnings of the common potato
could in the end yield us
treasure?

Marilyn Kallet
Beak Envy

My lips were like a rough draft without a kiss from him. Never a kiss. There were
words, a hometown of yearning. Had there been trees, they would have appeared
scraggly on the sides of a gravel road. His two-day beard offered the lure of texture
scraping skin. How can one sing of what never happened? Too late, it’s a rock n’ roll
45. No one still owns a needle-in-groove.
Some stories never find fit endings. They trail off like wisps of cottonwood in a cold
wind. “Mr. Sun is tired,” a neighbor says. He’s raking thin dirt out back in hopes of
making a vegetable garden. The ancient cat, Vegas, also adores scraping ground. She
runs pebbles through her claws. Nothing to score, just a necessary habit––scratching,
shitting, burying.
In our backyard petting zoo, Madame Tortue, 17 years old, stays young in tortoise
years. That rough ground will soon yield tender lettuce for her. If a torn piece of
lettuce looks tough on one side, she circles to the tastier end. Then snap! She cuts the
tender piece with her sharp beak, and down her gullet it goes. She’s all bite and throat.
No lips. No regrets.

Marilyn Kallet
You and Not You

You were the air in my meringue,
melted on my tongue.
Salty or sugary, Madame?
You were the tip of my native tongue
and borrowed exclamations.
You were my idioms,
sans-culottes.
You were the punch in my bowl,
the crowing in my rooster,
my disorderly cock,
my wake-up call at all hours.
I adore roosters,
Stefan said, and he converts
me daily to new
passions for things
formerly unsuspected,
formerly shunned.
But this was supposed to be
about you––
look who slipped in.

Marilyn Kallet
In Translation

So they weren’t naked butts, they were street soldiers,
the ones that Rimbaud skipped to Paris for, thugs
who tore him up.
So much depends upon translation. They were ruffians,
home-grown militia, the people’s army,
not the mayor’s high-hatted well-cushioned
sots.
And since it’s all a metaphor for love, for you and me,
can we translate war, the so-called good guys,
their back-room barracks?
Metaphor pales beside
bullets. Torn boys.
Where can we go from here?
Back into the streets with the ghosts of poets
who wanted to liberate something—Paris, mind,
body.
Ah! There’s something Madame can work with.
Rip the doors off their jambs!
Let’s at least have the courage
to love with our claws.
Free each other from your church,
my vows. I is someone else––or could be.
The revolution begins here, dear
great soul.
We won’t speak
of collateral damage.

Marilyn Kallet
After Eden
As we sink back into old hierarchies, let's not forget that love obliterated difference for
a moment. We read each other's faces like poems, thoughts like root systems. Fear did
not exist.
If we used words like "love" or “kiss” they circled one another, the way the Ronsard
roses seemed to deepen toward their center.
There was no word for goodbye in that language.
Here, at home, we know our places. A to B and no roundabouts.
No touching. "That would be grotesque!"
It's for the best.
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